**Light Output (Lumens)** 4140
**Watts** 46.15
**Lumens per Watt (Efficacy)** 89

**Color Accuracy**
Color Rendering Index (CRI) 90

**Light Color**
**Correlated Color Temperature (CCT)**
- Warm White
- Bright White
- Daylight

- 2700K
- 3000K
- 4500K
- 6500K

5023 (Daylight)

All results are according to IESNA LM-79-2008: Approved Method for the Electrical and Photometric Testing of Solid-State Lighting. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) verifies product test data and results.


Registration Number: KBNH-2N43ZX (3/22/2013)
Model Number: CR24-40L-50K-XXX-HD
Type: Surface-mounted or recessed troffers